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Abstract-Artificial intelligence (Al) is having a deep impact on the way humans work, com­
municate and enjoy their leisure time. Al systems have been traditionally devised to solve 
specific tasks, such as playing chess, diagnosing a disease or driving a car. However, more 
and more Al systems are now being devised to be generally adaptable, and learn to solve a 
variety of tasks or to assist humans and organisations in their everyday tasks. As a result, an 
increasing number of robots, bots, avatars and 'smart' devices are enhancing our capabili­
ties as individuals, collectives and humanity as a whole. What are these systems capable of 
doing? What is their global intelligence? How to tell whether they are meeting their speci­
fications? Are the organisations including Al systems being less predictable and difficult to 
govern? The truth is that we lack proper measurement tools to evaluate the cognitive abilities 
and expected behaviour of this variety of systems. includino hybrid le.o .. machine-enhanced 
humans) and collectives. Once realised the relevance of Al evaluation and its difficulty, we 
will survey what has been done in the past twenty years in this area, focussing on approaches 
based on algorithmic information theory and Kolmogorov complexity, and its relation to other 
disciplines that are concerned with intelligence evaluation in humans and animals, such as 
psychometrics and comparative cognition. This will lead us to the notion of universal intelli­
gence test and the new endeavour of universal psychometrics. 
Arti/iciat intettigence, intettigence evatuation; universat psychometrics; Kolmogorov compte­
xity. 
1. Introduction 
Many artil ,cial inteltigence (Al) systerrs have specialised app�cations: computer vision, 
speech recognition. music analysis. machine translation. text summer isalion, informat ion re­
trieval. robotic navigation and interactton. autofl'ated vehicles. game playing, pred,ction. esti­
malton. planning. automated deduction. expert systerrs. etc. lsee. e.g .. l' Bll. These applications 
automate rrany tasks that were thought to require ,ntelligence. and were previcusly done only 
by humans. Some tasks Al systems so!vl! today cannot even be pertormed by humans. or the 
best hurran performance is worse than the best Al system (e.g .. chess. ,nlormatton retrieval. 
etc.). Fortunately. we do not see this as a compet,tion between humans and rrachines. but 
ralher as a way of enhancmg hurnan poss1b1lities. Toda)( individuals and organisations have ac­
cess to a large set of /lJ systems that enhance what they can do. such as l ,llering the irrelevant 
inforO"at1on from our inbox. recorrn"endlng a new film to see or re,r,inding us what to do alter 
a rreet,ng. 
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